To,
The Director (HR)
ONGC,
Indira Gandhi Chowk,
Jeevan Bharati,Tower -II,
New Delhi.

Subject : Inclusion of Diploma in Industrial Electronics / Digital Electronics/ Computer Technology as eligible qualification for AT (Electronics).

Respected sir,

This is in reference to the on going recruitment vide departmental Circular No. : WOU/R&P/RECTT/2012 dated. 24/05/2012. Three years diploma in Industrial Electronics/ Digital Electronics/ Computer Technology doesn't finds place of eligibility qualification for the post of AT (Electronics). Hence applications of candidates with the said qualifications are disallowed.

We have discussed this issue with your authority as some employees were denied promotion, when during their initial appointment they were recruited with diploma in Industrial Electronics/Digital Electronics, Electronics & Telecommn understandably at JE level, your authority had allowed the same, accordingly promotions were released.
We are enclosing a syllabus comparison chart which shows there is practically no difference in the course subjects of diploma in Electronics, Electronics & Tele Communication, Computer Technology, Digital Electronics & Industrial Electronics. The said issue was also addressed in R&P meeting, due to delayed continuation of R&P meeting, finalization of such issues are also pending.

Hence it is earnestly requested to kindly consent for inclusion of the said diplomas and advice the same to local R&P. This will help the candidates not losing an opportunity to be recruited in our organization, ONGC.

With regards,
Thanking you,
Yours faithfully,

(Pradeep Mayekar)
General Secretary

Copy To:
1. ED, Head HRD, ONGC, Tel Bhavan, Dehradun, Uttaranchal.
2. HRO, ONGC-WOU, NSE, BKC, Bandra(E), Mumbai-51.
3. GM (HR) R&P, ONGC, Negi Bhavan, Dehradun, Uttaranchal.
4. DGM (HR) R&P, ONGC, NSE, BKC, Bandra (E), Mumbai -51.
5. DGM (HR)-IR, ONGC, NSE, BKC, Bandra (E), Mumbai -51.

[Signature]